












































A study of the Pubs and Inns of Nottinghamshire provides a fascinating insight into
life in the past reflecting the changing needs and fashions of society. Inns had a variety
of roles to play ranging from providing food and lodging to weary travellers, to serving
as social centres and meeting places for the local populace. The drinking of ale has
been a way of life for centuries, and even the smallest village had at least one inn. In







Public-houses have always had a great appeal to the local historian. On a superficial
level their names often indicate the interests and sympathies of a community and the
period when they were built, and the changing names of inns, as well as those which
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???? pint???????????????????Shall we have a pint???????????????
??????????????go for a pint????????????????????????????
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???????????????? Ye Olde Trip to Jerusalem





The Trip to Jerusalem..., reputed to be the oldest inn in England and, with its
position, probably the alehouse of the castle. The inn, even with its questionable age,
is one of the tourist attractions of the city, with its bars cut out of the rock face and
underground caves. ?Whitworth?????:???
The Trip to Jerusalem is named for the Crusaders who paused there for rest and
refreshment on their way to the Holy Land. It has been an inn since????AD and was
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This major tourist attraction claims to be the oldest inn in England, dating from????
and at one time the brewhouse for the Castle. It is said that crusaders stopped here on
the way to the Holy Lands, hence its name. Some of the inn’s rooms go back into the
rocks on which Nottingham Castle is situated. Many claim the inn is not as old as it is
reputed to be, but it is still a fascinating place to visit. ?Ottewell?????:??
Nestling into the castle rock itself, the ‘Trip’ has a floor so porous that spilled beer
will dry before the barman can get a cloth to mop it up. Heavy with the smell of earth
and proclaiming itself the oldest inn in England?labelled?????, it is supposed to have
been a good pull-up?‘tryppe’ was old English for ‘halt’?for Crusaders when they left
for the Holy Land. ?Bryson?????:?????
??? ?????????????????































?????Robin Hood & Little John??????????Cross Keys??????????Horse &
Jockey???????????????













???????????????? ? ?????? ??????????????????????
????????????????? Cross Keys?????????????????
??????
Cross Keys the first known date is believed to be???? and is still there this day,
however this pub has been refurbished several times, last time this was refurbished
???????????G?HTL John Foster WEB Page?http://homepage.ntlworld.com/g 1htl.johnfoster/?The
Great Arnold Pubs Old and New Past and Present ??????????
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???? ?? Robin Hood & Little John
??????????????




???? ?? Horse & Jockey
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???????????????????????????Negus??????????????
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during????. The Cross Keys has as a feature of a well in the main public bar. This
well is now covered by glass and illuminated and water still can been seen at the
bottom. ?The Great Arnold Pubs Old and New Past and Present?G?HTL John Foster
WEB Page?
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A Background Study of British English
??English Daily Life?????
Hisao ASADA
A more complete understanding of the background of language will be effective in
any approach to the grammar and usage of language. In a series of my papers, I have
argued that daily life in England among the English people?as I have experienced it in my
personal experiences and knowledge having lived in Nottingham, England?will help in an
understanding of British English.
With financial support from Kwansei Gakuin University, I was able to live and study in
Nottingham, England as a visiting research scholar in the School of English Studies at the
University of Nottingham from September of????to March of????.
Nottingham is located in the central part of England, specifically in the East Midlands,
and is situated less than two hours from London, also with excellent transport links to other
areas in England.
My daily life and research at the University of Nottingham was most useful, and I was
able to gain many valuable insights into the culture of the English people, as well as
discover many things I had not known before.
The present paper is a sequel to papers I have already written, and involves a number
of aspects of everyday life in England, including manners and customs of the English
people. Some main topics I deal with are???pubs in England with reference to its
variety of roles to play ranging from providing food and lodging to weary travellers, to
serving as social centres and meeting places for the local populace,???British people’s
simple and steady life,???the particularly British English expressions, compared to the
similar expressions in American English. It may be that these topics are explored from the
points of view not well known here in Japan.
My daily life in Nottingham showed me a number of real images and actual situations
of life in England not well known in Japan. In addition, I have been inspired to study its
background so as to have a better understanding of British English.
It is my hope that the series of papers I am writing on the background of British
English will add to the information already known, and lead to a more complete
understanding of the language as well as daily life in England.
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